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Results

Introduction & Motivation
The fields of maritime robotics and autonomous technology are rapidly expanding.
Although the majority of current development efforts are rightfully focused on software
and programming, there are some physical aspects such as sensor hardware that cannot
be overlooked.
Team Kanaloa will be using a combination of various sensors/technologies to ensure that
the operation of the Autonomous Surface Vehicle (ASV) will be successful in all conditions
that it is subject to. The propose is to provide the minimum sensors to achieve core
competency in an ASV. Team Kanaloa is now refining their sensor selection after the 2016
Maritime RobotX Challenge.

Project Description
• 2016 Maritime RobotX Challenge
• Future competition: 2018 Maritime RobotX Challenge
• Provides Tasks to demonstrate core competency of ASV
• Fundamental Function of ASV - Navigate within an
environment
• Sensing the environment
• Interpreting sensor data
• Plan a route
• System Requirement around “Sensing the Environment”
• Localization
• Object Detection
• Wireless Communication
• Manual control/Safety Kill System

Materials & Methods
● Localization
○ Global Positioning System (GPS)
■ Provide location and position of the ASV
○ Inertia Measurement Unit (IMU)
■ Provide orientation of the ASV
● Object Detection
○ Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR)
■ Uses light in the form of a pulsed laser to measure range from ASV to the detected object
● Wireless Communication
○ Router (Netis WF2533 ) and Antenna(AIR802 8dbi and Airlive 5dbi)
■ Keeps a continuous signal connection from the ASV and the control station
● Manual Control/Safety Kill System
○ Transmitter/Receiver (AT9S)
■ Main source to complete a manual takeover of the ASV
■ Gives the user total control over the motors and propellers
○ Xbee
■ Two Xbees with Arduino Unos to remotely control relays
■ Will be able to interrupt power supply to all motors with a single switch

• 2016 Maritime RobotX Challenge Results
○ Did not achieve GPS and IMU sensor fusion
■ IMU used produced a lot of drift
○ Inertial Navigation System (INS) was used to complete the preliminary task
○ LiDAR was not incorporated in time for the competition
■ LiDAR was able to map Holmes Hall first floor
• Spring 2017 Current Results
○ GPS Experiment
■ Testing multiple GPS
● Accuracy & Precision
○ Wireless Selection Model
■ Link Budget
Table:1
Friis transmission equation
Pr = Pt +Gt + Gr +20log(4πdf/c)
Link Budget

8dbi

9dbi

4.5dbi

4dbi

28+8+4.5-91.9

28+8+4-91.9

-51.4

-51.9

28+9+4.5-91.9

28+9+4-91.9

-50.4

-50.9

● Table 1: Link Budget that looks atdifferent combinations
of receiver and transmitter, and the main purpose is to
see which combination is the optional setup.
● Friis transmission equation - Pr = Pt + Gt + Gr +
20log(4πdf/c)
○ Equation used to form the Link Budget
○ The unknowns for the equation are
■ Pt(output power): Power from radio specs
■ Gt(transmitter antenna): gain of transmitter antenna
■ Gr(receiver antenna): gain of receiver antenna
■ d(distance): distance between each antenna
■ f(frequency): antenna/radio
■ c: speed of light constant
○ Solving for Pr(received power)
■ Rule of thumb: Good > -70dbi > Bad

Conclusion
Team Kanaloa is currently refining and re-evaluating the sensors used on the ASV. The
Netis WF2533 and the AIR802 8 dbi and Airlive 5dbi has been selected based on the link
budget. The GPS experiment is currently ongoing and further testing on the other sensors
needs to be done.
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